
Social media influencer Anuruddha 
Bandara arrested by CID.

Sivaram who was assassinated 
17 years ago, commemorated
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Legal protection for the peaceful struggle 
of the people.

April

This monthly report includes briefs on incidents related to press freedom and follow-up of previous incidents 
and relevant observations. We have also focused on new incidents related to freedom of speech and expression 
of people, new laws and the responses from the international community regarding legal reforms and relevant 
propositions. In April 2022, FMM observed 26 incidents relevant to the scope/ criteria selected by FMM to 
monitor press freedom. They included nine incidents related to the safety and security of the journalists, nine 
incidents related to the criteria of legal conditions, one incident related to the independence of media and 
seven incidents relevant to the structural conditions. 

Incidents monitored:
1. A person self-introduced as President’s media 

unit threatened journalist Tharindu Jayawardana 
who was conducting a post-incident observation 
regarding setting fire to a bus during the protest 
near President’s house.

2. Social media influencer Anuruddha Bandara 
arrested by CID.

3. Lakehouse social media chief Manjula Samarasekara 
suspended for participating in a protest at Mirihana

4. Inspector-General of Police ordered an investigation 
of the allegation that reporting of Sirasa TV led to 
the protest at Mirihana.

5. President declared emergency regulations and 
revoked them after five days.

6. Telecommunication Regulatory Commission of Sri 
Lanka blocked social media under the direction of 
the Ministry of Defence. 

7. Sri Lanka Working Journalists’ Association wrote 



a letter to President Gotabaya Rajapaksa regarding 
assaulting journalists and protestors at Mirihana 
and Sri Lanka Youth Journalists’ Association 
complained to the Inspector-General of Police 
regarding the same incident 

8. Four petitions filed against emergency regulations, 
curfew and blocking social media.

9. Complaint lodged in the Human Rights 
Commission of Sri Lanka for the safety and welfare 
of the protesters.  

10. The six suspects remanded for the incidents in 
Mirihana released on bail.

11. A letter sent to the human rights organizations on 
the crisis in Sri Lanka and the rights of expression 
and publication. 

12. A media centre was launched in the struggle ground 
in Galle Face.

13. The Dialog telecommunication tower constructed 
near Galle Face removed due to protests of the 
activists in the struggle.

14. Police remove a tent of the protesters at the 
Gotagogama protest site in Galle.

15. A police officer who made a statement in favour of 
the protest in Galle Face arrested.  

16. One person died and others injured in the police 
firing against a group of protesters at Rambukkana. 

17. A petition filed in the Judiciary Services Commission 
demanding legal protection for the peaceful struggle 
of the people.

18. Journalists express collective support for the Galle 
Face people's struggle.

19. Judiciary rejects issuing an injunction against a 
protest of the Inter-University Students' Federation.

20. Writers, publishers and printers organize a protest 
march in support of the people's struggle.

21. A group linked to the struggle protested against 
the 'People's Stage' musical show and the show was 
ultimately cancelled.

22. Placards with the photos of disappeared, assualted 
and tortured journalists displayed at the protest site 
in Galle Face destroyed

23. Court rejected a police appeal to remove the 
protesters outside Temple Trees.

24. Complaint lodged against an attempt to harm the 
protesters outside Temple Trees by running them 
over by a police truck. 

25. Journalist Dharmarathnam Sivaram who was 
assassinated 17 years ago, commemorated

26. A protester attacked near Temple Trees and admitted 
to hospital.
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Table 1: Total number of incidents reported - April 2022   

Covered criteria Number of incidents reported

Safety and security 09
Legal conditions 09

Independence of media 01
Structural conditions 07

Total 26

Safety and security
An environment in which journalists can perform their duties with physical and mental integrity is a basic 
condition of press freedom. Also, to safeguard press freedom and freedom of expression, people must enjoy 
the freedom of expression through media and any other means without repercussions. Freedom for peaceful 
assembly, protesting and dissent are vital components of freedom of expression. Nine instances of serious 
violation of these freedoms were reported in April 2022. 
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Irrespective of the real reasons for the construction of a telecommunication tower near the protest site in 
Galle Face, the protest by the journalists and the protesters against it covers the criterion of ‘journalists’ 
subjective concerns of safety and security.’

 

Table 2: April 2022: Safety and security of journalists - 9 instances 

Index Number of reported incidents

Attacks 02
 Psychological influence 06

Journalists’ subjective concerns of 
safety and security 01

Total 09

1. A person self-introduced as President’s media unit 
threatened journalist Tharindu Jayawardana who was 
conducting a post-incident observation regarding 
setting fire to a bus during the protest near President’s 
house.

 Journalist Tharindu Jayawardana complained to 
the Mirihana police station against a person called 
Nuwan Tharaka who was scolding and threatening 
the journalists during an investigation on April 1. 
(Complaint No. CIB II 283/300)

 Source: www.facebook.com

2. Inspector-General of Police ordered an investigation 
of the allegation that reporting of Sirasa TV led to 
the protest at Mirihana.

 IGP’s letter No. IGP/PA/CID/OUT/76/22, dated 
01-04-2022 ordered an investigation regarding the 
allegation that live broadcasting of the information 
of the protest near the President’s official residence 
by Sirasa TV might or could lead to causing public 
unrest and mobilizing people against the government. 

 Source: www.facebook.com 

3. The Dialog telecommunication tower constructed 
near Galle Face removed due to protests of the 
activists in the struggle.

 Internet access and mobile phone coverage at the 
protest site in Galle Face were weak initially. Dialog 
company said that the relevant telecommunication 
tower would be set up for a better service, but the 
protesters were in fear of surveillance through it. 
The telecommunication tower was removed on April 
16th due to objections. 

 Sources: 1. www.mawratanews.lk 2. gagana.lk

4. Police remove a tent of the protesters at the 
Gotagogama protest site in Galle.

 A team of police officers from Galle police station 
forcibly removed a tent in the Gotagogama protest 
site in Galle. A group of lawyers mediated and the 
police returned the removed objects to the protesters. 

 Source: 1. sinhala.lankanewsweb.net

5. One person died and others injured in the police 
firing against a group of protesters at Rambukkana. 

 Chaminda Lakshan, aged 42, was killed in the police 
firing during a protest demanding fuel on April 19. 
Protests against this police action were held both 
locally and internationally. The court ruled that the 
death was a murder and ordered the arrest of the 
officials who commanded the police to shoot. 

 Sources: 1. www.facebook.com 2. www.aithiya.lk

6. A group linked to the struggle protested the ‘People’s 
Stage’ musical show and the show was ultimately 
cancelled. 

 A musical show was to be held on the evening of 
April 24 with the participation of several music 
bands and artists. Diverse groups in the struggle held 
multiple stands regarding the incident while one 
group directly protested against it. Ultimately, the 
musical show was cancelled and parts of the show 
were staged near the Rajagiriya flyover in Colombo. 

 Sources:  1.  www.facebook.com 
         2. www.youtube.com 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/
https://www.facebook.com/104065507865769/posts/507066380899011/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LuElOVL8XyE
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Legal conditions
Nine incidents were reported in April 2022 concerning the index of Legal Conditions of press freedom. All 
of them were related to the protests demanding the resigning of the President and the government. Although 
not highlighted, police demands from the judiciary against protests as well as the judiciary actions related 
to emergency regulations and ban of social media are related to the index of impartiality of the judiciary. 
Commemoration of assassinated journalist Sivaram was included here because of its relevance to the indices 
of ‘immunity for the crimes against journalists’ and ‘legal conditions.     

Table 3: April 2022: Legal conditions- 09 instances

Index Number of reported incidents

Legal actions 08
Immunity related to the crimes against 

journalists 01

Total 09

7. Placards with the photos of disappeared, slain and 
tortured journalists displayed at the protest site in 
Galle Face destroyed.  

 Journalists accuse that these placards fixed to the fence 
of the Presidential Secretariat had been dismantled 
and thrown to the ground near the Presidential 
Secretariat by security. The representatives of the 
media organizations denied this act on April 29 
addressing a press conference held in the international 
media centre established at the protest site. They 
vowed that the placards would be re-installed. 

 Source:  www.facebook.com 

8. Complaint lodged against an attempt to harm the 
protesters near Temple Trees by running them over 
by a police truck. 

 Police parked buses and trucks so that the protesters 
could not stay on the pavement before the Prime 

Minister’s official residence. The threat of the 
accident occurred as a civilian-clad person attempted 
to reverse a vehicle. Police were reluctant to enter the 
complaint of the threatened persons but eventually 
agreed to admit it (Complaint No. CIB 333/116). 
Before this, a group of lawyers complained about 
parking vehicles in a way the protest was obstructed. 

 Source: 1. www.youtube.com 2. lankasara.com

9. A protester attacked near Temple Trees and admitted 
to the hospital.

 A young person identified as Rumesh sustained 
minor injuries and he was admitted to hospital on 
April 29. Counsel Prabodha Rathnayaka said that 
legal action would be initiated in future against the 
attack. 

 Source: FMM - Media Rights Monitoring Desk 
 

1. Social media influencer Anuruddha Bandara arrested 
by CID.

 A team of police identified as officials of Modara 
police station arrested him on April 1. With the 
mediation of the Human Rights Commission of 
Sri Lanka, his whereabouts were found. He was 
produced before Hulftsdorp Magistrate Court on 
April 02 and released on bail. About 100 lawyers 
appeared for him. Anuruddha Bandara is an Admin 

of the GoHomeGota2022 Facebook group. Police 
arrested him under section 120 of Penal Code. 

 On 29 April, Anuruddha Bandara filed a fundamental 
rights petition in Supreme Court demanding damage 
of Rs. 100 miliion. 

 Source:  1. https://www.dailymirror.lk
   2. https://fb.watch 
   3. https://www.newsfirst.lk   



2. President declared emergency regulations and 
revoked them after five days.

 President issued an extraordinary gazette declaring an 
emergency under the powers vested in him by section 
2 of the Public Security Ordinance on April 01. Bar 
Association of Sri Lanka objected to this move and 
the Human Rights Commission of Sri Lanka ruled 
that declaring an emergency without clarifying the 
threat to national security was a violation of human 
rights. Emergency Regulations were revoked at 
midnight on April 5.  

 Source: https://www.bbc.com
  

3. Telecommunication Regulatory Commission of Sri 
Lanka blocked social media under the direction of 
the Ministry of Defence.

 Government imposed a ban on social media from 
midnight on April 2. UN, USA and the international 
community criticized the government action. Social 
media-based press organizations and the Young 
Journalists’ Association complained to the Human 
Rights Commission of Sri Lanka which met on April 
3 and decided that prompt blocking of social media 
based on a single request of the Defense Ministry 
was a rights violation. The ban was revoked at 3 p.m. 
the same day. 

 Sources:  1. https://www.bbc.com
   2. https://www.newsfirst.lk

4. Four petitions filed against emergency regulations, 
curfew and blocking social media.

 On April 27, the Supreme Court of Sri Lanka 
granted leave to proceed with four fundamental 
rights petitions against the aforementioned actions. 

 Journalists Rasika Jayakodi and Roel Raymond, 
human rights activist Shashi Vincent and Moratuwa 
Urban Council member Lihini Fernando filed these 
petitions. 

 Source:  http://www.dinamina.lk
   

5. The six suspects remanded for the incidents in 
Mirihana released on bail.

 The six suspects arrested on March 31 on suspicion of 
chaos in Mirihana were produced to an identification 
parade on April 6. They were not identified and bail 
was granted to them. 

 The suspects were produced before Gangodawila 

magistrate on April 27 and 21 suspects sans the 
above-mentioned suspects were granted bail that day 
on personal security. 

 Source: https://www.newscutter.lk

6. A police officer who made a statement in favour of 
the protest in Galle Face arrested.

 Police Sergeant W.M. Amaradasa was arrested 
by police on April 14 for supporting the people’s 
struggle wearing a police uniform at Galle Face 
struggle ground. He was produced before Colombo 
Fort Magistrate on 15th and released on bail. Senior 
lawyers including Counsel Rianzie Arsakularathna 
appeared for him. 

 Sources: 1. https://www.facebook.com
        2. http://www.aruna.lk

7. Judiciary rejects issuing an injunction against a 
protest of the Inter-University Students' Federation. 

 The Colombo Fort police station made this appeal 
from the magistrate court under section 105 (01) 
of the Code Of Criminal Procedure Act (No. 15 
of 1979) naming 16 student leaders as defendants. 
Colombo Additional Magistrate stated that he could 
not issue an injunction against a protest that would 
be held in future. The magistrate instructed police to 
use police powers in case the protesters act illegally. 

 Source:  https://www.mawratanews.lk

8. Court rejected a police appeal to remove the 
protesters near Temple Trees.

 Colombo Additional Magistrate Harshana 
Kekulawala rejected to issue an order on the request 
of Kollupitiya police station to issue an order to 
stop the protest before the Prime Minister’s official 
residence Temple Trees. Police claimed the protest 
caused a public disturbance. 

 Source: https://www.truenews.lk 

9. Journalist Dharmarathnam Sivaram who was 
assassinated 17 years ago, commemorated

 Three commemorations were held on April 29 in 
Mullaithivu, Batticaloa and Galle Face, Colombo 
in commemoration of murdered journalist Sivaram 
and to seek justice for his death. 

 Sources: 1. https://twitter.com 2. https://twitter.com
        3. https://twitter.com 
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Structural conditions
‘Structural conditions’ is another criterion covered under press freedom. This dimension includes six indices 
that impact the entire media structure and the environment that activates press freedom. Of them, six 
instances related to the covered criterion of ‘Support of the monitoring groups for press freedom’ and one 
instance that is related to the criterion of ‘independent and efficient media productions and dissemination 
were observed in April 2022.  

Media independence
The criterion of media independence covers independence of the journalists in media organizations, editorial 
independence, freedom from political, business and religious community pressure, influencing the media 
content by way of granting or not granting advertisements, corruption or concessions, blocking internet 
access and suspension of transmission licenses. One incident related to these indices was reported in April.  

   

Table 4:  April 2022: Media independence - 01 incident 

Index Number of reported incidents

Independence of the journalists in media 
organizations 01

Total 01

   

Table 5: April 2022: Structural conditions - 07 instances 

Index Number of reported incidents

Support of the monitoring groups for 
press freedom 06

Independent and efficient media 
productions and dissemination 01

Total 07

1. Lakehouse social media chief Manjula Samarasekara 
suspended for participating in a protest at Mirihana

 Media broadcast videos that showed Manjula 
Samarasekara participating in the protests on March 
31 and the administration instructed to interdict 

him on April 1st. Samarasekara claimed that he had 
participated in the protest as he was returning home 
after work. He further said that it was his right.  

 Source: 1. FMM Media Rights Monitoring Desk
       2. https://www.youtube.com

1. Sri Lanka Working Journalists’ Association wrote 
a letter to President Gotabaya Rajapaksa regarding 
assaulting journalists and protestors at Mirihana and 
Sri Lanka Youth Journalists’ Association complained 
to the Inspector-General of Police regarding the same 
incident.

 Both these letters sternly deny the violation of 
freedom of expression and attacks while urging 
immediate action against them. In response to these 
letters, IGP ordered the Senior Superintendent of 
Police in charge of Nugegoda division to conduct an 
investigation regarding the officials on duty on that 



day in Mirihana police stations and the officials who 
monitored them for assaulting the persons within 
the premises of the police station and/ or for not 
taking action against them. 

 Source: https://satahan.blog

2. Complaint lodged in the Human Rights Commission 
of Sri Lanka for the safety and welfare of the 
protesters.  

 Sri Lanka Young Journalists’ Association lodged this 
complaint urging the Human Rights Commission 
of Sri Lanka to take action to guarantee the welfare, 
safety and security of the citizens protesting on Gall 
Face ground demanding the President resign. The 
complaint mentioned a video that was circulated on 
social media which depicted a team being trained 
at Ganemulla Army Camp to disrupt protests. 
The commission visited the camp on April 16 and 
investigated. The Army declined the allegation. 

 Source:   1. https://satahan.blog
         2. https://sinhala.srilankabrief.org 

3. A letter sent to the Human Rights organizations on 
the crisis in Sri Lanka and the rights of expression 
and publication. 

 Sri Lanka Youth Journalists’ Association sent this 
letter on April 17 addressing the UN, EU, US 
Embassy of Sri Lanka, Indian High Commission 
and human rights organizations urging to mediate 
to safeguard the rights of the citizens of Sri Lanka. 

 The letter described the repressive actions of the 
government against the growing protests among 
the public within two weeks after the protest in 
Mirihana. 

 Source: https://satahan.blog 

4. A media centre was launched at the protest site in 
Galle Face.

 An International Media Center was established at 
the Gotagogama protest site near the Presidential 
Secretariat on April 16 under the patronage of a 
group of journalists who actively contributed to the 
struggle. The centre aimed to provide facilities to the 
journalists. 

 Source: https://www.facebook.com

5. A petition filed in the Judiciary Services Commission 
demanding legal protection for the peaceful struggle 
of the people. 

 This letter drafted and endorsed by a large group of 
lawyers was handed over to the Judiciary Services 
Commission on April 19. 

 Source: FMM- Media Rights Monitoring Desk
 

6. Journalists express collective support for the Galle 
Face people’s struggle.

 A protest march under the theme ‘Support of the 
Journalists for the People’s Struggle’ was held on 
April 20 from Colombo Fort railway station to the 
struggle ground in Galle Face. The journalists held a 
press conference at the International Media Center 
on the struggle ground highlighting, inter alia, the 
need for justice regarding the crimes against media. 

 Source: FMM- Media Rights Monitoring Desk 

7. Writers, publishers and printers organize a protest 
march in support of the people’s struggle.

 The protest march was held from Kollupitiya junction 
to Galle Face along Galle Road on April 24 with the 
participation of large crowds representing the above-
mentioned communities. The especially highlighted 
the challenges to the publishing industry due to the 
shortage of printing paper.  

 Source: FMM- Media Rights Monitoring Desk
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Media Freedom Rights Monitoring Desk Supported by Program on Independent Journalism 
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eFree Media Movement
Convener: Lasantha De Silva  +94 71 166 7938, +94 77 810 7620 | Secretary: Hana Ibrahim +94 77 741 2995 

Treasurer:  Ananda Jayasekara +94 77 312 4850
No 96, Bernard Soysa Mw, Colombo 05.  Tel: +94 112368895 Fax: +94 112368895;

Web: www.fmmsrilanka.lk, www.mediareform.lk
Email: fmmsrilanka@gmail.com|Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/fmm.srilanka

Twitter: https://twitter.com/FMMsrilanka|#FMM25

Table 6: Press freedom incidents reported to FMM from January 2022 to April 2022

Covered criterion 
January - April 2022

April 2022

New Incidents Developments of the 
previous incidents

Security and safety 07 - 09
Legal conditions  04 05 09

Independence of media 02 - 01
Structural conditions - 01 07

Professionalism 02 - -
Total 15 - 26

FMM Press Freedom Reports - from January 2022 from here

Postscript: FMM recognizes press freedom as a human right based on national and international conventions 
and judgments. Freedoms of thought, conscience, religion and knowing others' opinions are human rights. 
On that basis, FMM identifies press freedom as a collection of the following ten components. 1) Freedom of 
thought 2) Freedom of having opinions 3) Freedom of expression 4) Freedom to meet peacefully 5) Freedom 
for information 6) Freedom of audiovisual recording and storing records 7) Freedom of publication 8) Press 
freedom 9) Freedom of the electronic media 10) Freedom of the internet. 
These freedoms are inter-connected, and blocking one freedom disturbs the enjoyment of all other freedoms. 
Therefore, FMM also emphasizes that misuse of these freedoms in an irresponsible and hateful manner is a 
wrongful practice.
These monthly reports are prepared by FMM based on the study and analysis of information available for 
the organization. For this analysis, FMM uses criteria selected through seven internationally recognized 
elements that cover the ten components mentioned above. 

http://www.fmmsrilanka.lk/mfrmd/

